Interaction between microwave power, used for local heating and mode control, and density fluctuations can produce a broadening of the injected beam, as confirmed in experiment and sim- 
I. INTRODUCTION
Electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) is used to stabilize the growth of tearing modes in the plasma through local current drive at the island O-point [6] . Past efforts have found agreement in deposition location of the injected microwave beam between experiment [7] and ray tracing code TORAY-GA [4] by assuming a level of fast electron transport. However, soft x-ray profile measurements of ECCD on TCV found that fast electrons played a minimal role [8] . Rather than being transported from the predicted deposition region, fast electron bremsstrahlung appeared promptly in a wider region.
Simulations [9] and analytic work [10] have found that density fluctuations of a similar scale to the injected wavelength produce a scattering of the wave, spreading and deflecting the microwave beam. An increase of the current drive width as compared to the tearing mode island width can increase the power requirements of mode suppression. Increased auxiliary heating requirements could impact the fusion gain on ITER if continuous suppression is required [6] .
That concern motivates this effort on the DIII-D tokamak to understand fluctuation broadening in tokamak discharges through measurement of microwave power deposition.
This work will introduce a means of transport fitting to measure the deposition profile width, which scales with the measured level of millimeter-scale density fluctuations in the tokamak edge. An order of magnitude variation of these fluctuations is achieved through analysis of multiple confinement modes.
The study presented here confirms longstanding concerns about broadening of microwave deposition [11] , and form a dataset which can be used to both drive and benchmark simulation efforts. This work considers only scattering by density fluctuations, although scattering by magnetic fluctuations is in principle possible [12] . Simulations of these discharges complement this experimental result, measuring a comparable degree of beam broadening on DIII-D [5] . If ITER ECCD is broadened by the same degree measured here, constant power mode suppression requirements would increase by a factor of two or more. With modulation techniques which have already been explored on DIII-D [13] and benchmarked by simulation [1] , the increase in power needed would be only 30%. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS IN DIII-D

A. Measuring Fluctuations
Average edge fluctuations in these discharges are measured by a combination of 2D beam emission spectroscopy (BES) [14] and Doppler Backscattering (DBS) [15] . BES measures larger scale density fluctuations through beam ion spectroscopy, and is sensitive to a larger scale, low poloidal wavenumber turbulence, with k θ ρ i < 1cm can be considered an average over the entire steep gradient region.
wavenumber wavenumber 1cm [15] . The vacuum wavelength of the 110 Ghz microwave power is .36 cm, so scattering structures of this scale can be observed by the DBS system. DBS is cross-calibrated across these discharges, but is not absolutely calibrated to añ e . However, the DBS fluctuation amplitude is the best available proxy for the density of edge structures on the millimeter scale, which were shown in previous simulations to scale strongly with deposition broadening [8] . A time-averaged DBS amplitude from an H-mode shot is shown in Fig 2. Edge structures move past the RF beam and turn over quickly O(10 kHz) [16] , altering the deflection of the microwave beam about its equilibrium path. This is much faster than the thermal confinement timescale τ e ≈ 100ms which governs heating, and current relaxation time scale τ r ≈ 1s which governs current drive [17] . In these experiments, scattering is considered in terms of its time-average effect on the deposition profile. Simulations find that scattering is substantial only in the tokamak edge, producing an effectively broadened RF beam [5] . The mean level of DBS measured millimeter scale density fluctuations at a normalized minor radius of ρ = .95 will be shown to scale strongly with the measured deposition width.
B. Generating a Scaling in Fluctuation Amplitude
A range of discharge conditions with significantly different edge character can be achieved on DIII-D. A range of edge conditions were used as a means to produce an order of magnitude variation in fluctuation amplitude.
L-mode is an operating scenario with no special enhancements to confinement [18] . A substantial level of fluctuations associated with the extended density gradient at the edge of the machine drives significant turbulent transport [16] . In these experiments, millimeterscale density fluctuations are higher when the plasma is in a diverted L-mode configuration, as opposed to an inner wall limited configuration.
The formation of a high confinement H-mode is known to be related to zonal flow suppression of turbulence in the tokamak edge [19] . As such, the time integrated edge fluctuation level measured in H-mode between prompt flows driven by edge localized modes is far lower than that measured in L-mode. QH-mode is a modification to H-mode wherein the pedestal is stabilized by a series of oscillations which have been found to lead to increased short wavelength turbulence [20] .
Negative triangularity (-δ) L-mode discharges, a novel concept run on DIII-D, found the lowest levels of fluctuations. Similar discharges on TCV found substantially reduced turbulence was driven by changes in the shape-dependent trapped electron mode turbulence [21] .
By considering the variation of scattering-relevant fluctuations across discharge conditions, an experimental scaling covering a substantial range in amplitude is produced. For example, in a shape-matched discharge the transition between L-and H-mode is associated with a factor of four drop in fluctuation amplitude measured by Doppler backscattering.
C. Defining a Broadening Factor
Direct comparison of microwave deposition widths across discharge conditions is complicated by the temperature and density changes which define them. The TORAY-GA ray tracing code already accounts for the effects of geometry and temperature on propagation, but does not treat fluctuations [4] . Power deposition width will scale linearly with beam width, thus the ratio of the best fit experimental width to the default TORAY-GA width is taken as the observed broadening factor. This ratio is defined as selected diverted H-mode discharge used to evaluate these profiles shows the greatest degree of broadening of any study. In the next section that, it will be shown in that a fitting consistency with a transport model can resolve which of these profiles applyis correct. b = F W HM Broadened /F W HM T ORAY , and will be used to quantify broadening in these experiments. For this work, a set of broadening Gaussians with a FWHM in ∆ρ ranging from .005 to .01 were applied to the dataset. This produces a b from 1 to at least 3.5, depending on the inherent deposition width. Inherent width is geometry dependent, but is generally of the order ∆ρ ≈ .003. A comparison of two broadened and an unbroadened heating profiles is shown in Fig. 3 .
III. USING HEAT TO RESOLVE MICROWAVE DEPOSITION
A. Perturbation Measurements
Measurement of the microwave-driven heat perturbation in tokamaks is complicated by transport. For this work, gyrotron power is modulated from 10% to 100% of rated power with a 50% duty cycle. A square wave modulation produces a regular heat pulse with the same harmonic content, allowing for frequency-domain analysis of the heat flux. In the absence of transport effects, the change in electron stored energy could be calculated as a function of density n e , and temperature T e at the switch-on of ECH power [7] . Perturbation measurements would then directly provide the power deposition as a function of radius. 
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The perturbation from microwave heating on DIII-D is resolved by measurements of electron temperature (T e ). A 48 channel, absolutely calibrated, profile electron cyclotron emission (ECE) radiometer provides a 1D T e profile digitized at 500 kHz [22] . Second harmonic X-mode ECE coverage at B t = 2T in DIII-D extends inwards from the optically thin scrape off layer at ρ = 1, where ρ is a radial coordinate normalized to square root of toroidal flux. Fourier analysis produces a temperature perturbation profile (modulated quantities are expressed with a tilde, for exampleT e ) which is compared with the ray tracing derived deposition profile in Fig. 4 . Experimental perturbation profiles are always wider than TORAY-GA calculated deposition.
Transport fitting across harmonics can resolve the difference between deposition broad-ening, which is modulation frequency independent, and transport, which evolves over time.
At least some of the difference between TORAY-GA andT e is due to transport. The perturbation applied to the plasma leads to a prompt change in the flow of energy, such that ∂T e /∂t = dT e /dt. This produces a perturbation to the electron heat flux Q e which obscures the base deposition profile.
B. Heat Flux Calculations
The plasma response to modulated electron heating is dominated by a 1D temperature perturbation. The perturbation of electron density, plasma rotation, and turbulence for modulation frequencies above 10Hz are minimal, consistent with past experiments on DIII-D. [11, 23] The relationship between flux Q e , stored energy, and power sources can be treated through energy conservation as represented by Eq. 2.
d dt
This work solves the heat equation for a set of heat fluxes through integration of the measured temperature perturbation and a trial p ECH profile (p ECH being the differential form ofP ECH ). When treating the transport in cylindrical geometry, the heat flux contains an inherent 1/r radial variation, rather than the step character found for the same calculation in a slab geometry used in past studies [24] . Using separation of variables in r and t, the timedependent portions can be Fourier transformed with the kernel e 2πinf mod t into a harmonic series in modulation frequency, f = f mod * n. Terms without a time dependence pass through as constants.
For this analysis, a Gaussian broadening factor is applied top ECH (ρ). The degree of broadening is quantified, as defined earlier, by a ratio of broadened and unbroadened profile widths,
b. An example of the different heat fluxes that result from this broadening are shown in Fig   5 . The consistency of the fluxes in the edge, far from the deposition region, gives confidence that the power is being conserved properly by the Gaussian blur. 
C. Defining Transport Coefficients
The consistency between the calculated 1D heat flux and a 1D transport model is used in this work as a metric to evaluate broadened power deposition. Strictly diffusive models fail to capture heat which flows against the gradient in many microwave heated plasmas [25] .
Following the form of Ryter et al [26] , diffusive (denoted by the coefficient D) and convective (denoted by the coefficient V) components are necessary to capture the effects of microwave heating. Expressing this as an equation for heat flux, Q e :
The D and V coefficients are not necessarily constant. They can vary both radially and over the power modulation cycle, with an unknown dependence on tokamak parameters.
Linearizing this form in time allows modulation-independent background heat flux to be seperated from the modulation induced portion, denotedQ e .
Q e = n e (−D∇T e −D∇T e + VT e +Ṽ T e ) +ñ e (−D∇T e + V T e )
Rather than expanding directly in time,D andṼ are expressed as a set of partial derivatives in the dominantT e modulation [27] . 
D. Grouping Modulated Terms into a Fitting Equation
The heat flux expressed by the transport model is complicated, Eq 5 has a number of dependencies. Inserting equations 6 and 7 into the flux formulation Eq 5 produces an equation for modulated heat flux. The dependences in these terms are complex, but we can use past work [27] to guide our grouping into a set of independent fitting parameters based on the dependence on the temperature perturbationT e . A term proportional toT e , to ∇T e , and one which depends on neither are used. These can be understood respectively as a convective, diffusive, and coupled heat flux. Sorting of this form is helpful, as temperature perturbation is much larger than the density perturbation, which is seen to be less than 1%
in coherently averaged interferometer data. The modulated diffusion term can be assembled from all terms proportional to ∇T e :
Similarly a modulation convection can be assembled from all terms containingT e
The remaining terms are combined into coupled transport,ξ.
E. Coupled Transport
Coupled transport,ξ, contains terms driven by the modulated density and its gradient and any other small corrections. These could include an apparent flux from motion of ECE measurement locations due to plasma shift, non-thermal transport, modulated ion-electron exchange power, and Ohmic power modulation. These are grouped together asξ for the fit as they are functionally independent of the perturbed terms. 
Thisξ term must be given some frequency dependence to simultaneously fit fluxes across harmonics. The physical interpretation of this fact is that theξ term must evolve over the modulation cycle much as the other terms do. As used in past ballistic heat pulse work by Fredrickson [28] , an exponential decay with a free phase can capture the dominant time 
Writing a fit term with this freedom allows a ballistic population without enforcing it.
Both diffusion and convection are present to account for bulk components of the heat flux.
Estimates for ITER parameters suggest that the level of fast electron transport predicted
2 s −1 ) will not lead to a substantial broadening of the ECCD profile [29] . DIII-D studies which did not treat fluctuation broadening capped the levels of diffusive transport for fast electrons at a minimal D rr = 0.4m 2 s −1 [30] . While transport at this level can drive profile broadening, a value of D rr = 1.0m 2 s −1 is considered the minimum level for deleterious broadening [29] . The observed broadening for L-mode is consistent to within uncertainties for both core and edge deposition in DIII-D, whereas the work of Harvey et. al. [31] predicts two orders of magnitude difference between edge and core current diffusion times. If diffusion of hot particles confounded broadening, b factors for core and edge deposition would differ, which is not found to be the case. Thus this work considered fast electron effects as being addressed by theξ term.
Fitting finds the amplitude of the coupled transport driven flux to be smaller than either the diffusive or coupled terms. Only a fraction of the flux (15% at most) comes from coupled transport in the fitting performed in the next section. Thus this work does not attempt to reduceξ to its potential dependencies.
F. The Reduced Transport Model
These simplifications allow the complexity of Eq. 8 to be reduced to a simpler parameter set which can capture the bulk profile dependencies of modulated heat transport. Writing the coefficients in their simplified form defined in the previous sections gives Eq. 13.
The consistency of this transport model with a chosen deposition function can be evaluated. Eq. 13 is compared to the heat flux from energy conservation, Eq. 3 and agreement between these two forms of flux is used as a check on ECH deposition, as the energy conservation derived heat flux is sensitive top ECH (r, f ).
IV. TRANSPORT FITS TO BROADENED DEPOSITION
A. Methodology
Broadening of the microwave deposition profile can be performed using a variety of transformations; a power conserving Gaussian blur is used for this work to alter the power deposition used to calculate flux in 3. This is set equal to Eq. 13 to form Eq. 14 and fit using propagation of uncertainties in each parameter.
(ρ ECH (r , f ) − 3iπf n e (r )T e (r , f ))r dr (14) The goodness of fit parameter, χ 2 shows a clear minimum with increasing broadening for fits under a range of discharge conditions. Figure 6 shows an example of the broadening factors explored for an L-mode shot which experienced both core and edgep ECH modulation.
While injection angle and deposition region change the TORAY-GA widths (∆ρ core = .275, ∆ρ edge = .233), the minimization for both cases occurs for factor of b ≈ 2.7. All discharges studied have a similar minimization, although broadening factors observed vary from ×1.4− ×2.8 . Broadening to a degree which minimizes χ 2 is also found to produce consistently positive modulated diffusion coefficients.
A constant broadening factor is found for core and edge deposition cases, even though fast transport differs dramatically between tokamak core and edge [31] .
B. Example Transport Coefficients
Transport coefficients in tokamaks such as DIII-D [11] and TFTR [28] were found to vary by an order of magnitude over the plasma radius. Fitting can be performed with fixed coefficients over a small range, or through fitting a set of orthogonal polynomials. From Fig.   6 , it is found consistency between linear transport and energy conservation is maximized for a × 2.7 broader FWHM for P ECH (r) compared with TORAY-GA. An example of a radial fit of D M in the previous L-mode discharge for various choices of b is shown in Figure   7 . Polynomial fit results for the diffusion coefficient corresponding to that broadening are reasonable -consistently positive with no sharp negative excursions or peaks far from the heating region in L-mode cases where the best-fit broadening applies. This rule holds across the discharges studied. Additional fit results using locally constant coefficients are presented in the next section.
C. Comparison of Coefficients with the Differential Heat Pulse Formulation
This section demonstrates that the integral method can reproduce well the results of past transport studies. Validation of this heat flux-based fitting method has been performed against a set of modulated ECH data in L-mode. Constant-power gyrotrons were used to alter the temperature gradient at the plasma edge. Power was incrementally moved from edge to mid-radius to steepen the gradient, producing the 'critical gradient' behavior, where transport coefficents are found to be a function of temperature gradient above a certain value of gradient or in this case scale length L Te = (∂T e /∂r)/T e [24] . Results from this study, and a third damping term 1/τ , similar to ξ [24] . In the differential form, a second derivative ofT e appears instead of an integral.
For experimental data, a second derivative is highly model dependent as are its uncertainties [7] . Fit ranges are selected to avoid magnetic islands, and the ELM-perturbed edge of H-mode plasmas, which can extend in as far as ρ = .6 [32] . Figure 9 shows broadening factors derived from these fits assembled by discharge condition. Uncertainties in the experimental data are derived from the statistical interpretation of χ 2 . An increase in the reduced goodness of fit, χ 2 ν , by a standard deviation is taken as an approximate 1σ value for these measurements, producing a 10-20% uncertainty in broadening factor.
The experimental scaling of broadening with DBS-derived fluctuations is linear. A linear scaling was predicted by J. Decker with the LUKE/C3PO code [8] . In an accompanying paper submitted to this journal, a 3D full-wave cold plasma finite difference time domain code EMIT-3D [33] has been used to simulate the extent to which scattering broadens a microwave beam in DIII-D [5] . A full wave treatment is necessary when the inhomogeneity scale length is comparable to the wavelength [9] , explaining why this broadening is greater than found by past simulation efforts [4] . Results from 3D full wave simulations are consistent with the experimental broadening factors found in experiments.
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR ITER
The increased power requirements for power deposition broadening observed for H-mode on DIII-D would be tolerable on ITER. Broadening factors in the range b = 1 − 2 have been simulated for current drive on ITER [1] . On ITER, both 3/2 and 2/1 tearing modes will be targeted for ECCD suppression. A total of 25 MW of EC power are planned for all purposes in ITER. The 3/2 mode is expected to require ≈ 7M W of constant power to suppress. Growth of this mode is slow, on the order 5 seconds, so gyrotrons will likely have time to turn on and track the island structure [34] . The 2/1 mode has a substantially higher risk of locking, and it can grow from seed islands with a width of 1 cm to a width of 5 cm in only 2-3 s [34] , at which point it risks locking and disrupting the plasma [35] .
Failure to suppress these islands will limit the maximum Q achievable on ITER, even in the absence of locking. Unsuppressed islands cause a profile flattening, which can be estimated according to the formulation of Sauter and Zohm [36] . An unsuppressed 2/1 mode will limit Q to 4, due to T i flattening, while an unsuppressed 3/2 limits Q to 7. However, it must be noted that fusion gain is impacted by both unsuppressed islands and by always-on EC power use. ITER is expected to use 50 MW of power in its baseline configuration, and thus with an expected fusion power of 500 MW, a gain of Q=10 can be achieved [37] .
Constant use of the 25 MW of gyrotron power limits maximum gain to Q=6.7.
Density fluctuation-driven broadening of ECH beams of the magnitude observed on DIII-D is plausible for ITER. While fluctuation levels are lower, 30% on DIII-D [38] as compared to 10% on ITER [9] , the path length through the plasma is over ×3 longer. Studies made using the beam-tracing WKBEAM [39] code provide information on the power needed to offset deposition broadening on ITER [1] . The width of the beam relative to the current drive profile has been explored as a free variable.
When the width of the ECCD profile is less than that of the island, only the total current deposited is relevant. When power deposition is wider than the targeted island that suppression becomes more expensive as power is lost outside the island chain. With this in mind, estimates for a factor of ×2 deposition broadening, which is typical of these discharges, render full suppression with always-on power far more expensive, with a power requirement approaching the maximum achievable from a single launcher module, 13 MW [1] . Assuming use of narrower deposition from the lower launcher module, and correct alignment, power requirements can be estimated from the work of Poli et. al. [1] . 3/2 suppression requirements will nearly double, to 12 MW. Power requirements for the wider 2/1 mode are increased by a smaller factor, to 10 MW. Factors observed on DIII-D for L-mode, of the order b = 2.5, would require techniques such as power modulation [40] to suppress the 2/1 mode with the power from a single launcher. These requirements assume a similar magnitude of broadening will be observed on ITER, as on DIII-D. A physics-based projection using experimentallybenchmarked simulation codes, capable of resolving the effects of broadening, is needed to quantify power requirements.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a linear transport model was used to fit the electron heat flux generated by electron cyclotron heating. Transport fit with a 3-term model which includes diffusion, convection, and coupled transport effects is optimized for a broadened deposition, which scales linearly with density fluctuation amplitude across a range of discharge conditions. The simulation paper accompanying this work finds a consistent degree of broadening in 3 DIII-D cases where full wave analysis has been performed. Experimental broadening factors are found to be consistent with full wave simulations based on these experiments [5] . Beam width was found to be x1.7-2.8 wider than predicted by ray tracing through a no-fluctuation equilibrium, increasing linearly with edge turbulence amplitude in both cases. Experiments backed by theory suggest a significant increase in microwave deposition widths on DIII-D. This leads to an increase in power requirements for mode control. Results from these experiments can be used in future work to produce physically benchmarked simulations of
